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IHTHODllCTIOH
The tresd in recent years in th^ field of religious
ediication has been away fro� the <s�EMi.tting of Scripture
passaa:es to raentory, Thi� is almost a e<�aiplete reversal of
the ideae held at the beginning of this mmtwrfw The plea
then was that ^� child she�M e^o^iz^ged in every way
ipossible to m^soris^e as much S�a�ipt�s� as he possibly could
in the belief that later in life these verses would becone
meaningfful. The Junior a^e was tenned the "golden memory
period**, and consequently most of the memorizing done
durinje; this a^B� Today, psychology has disproven this
theory by studies which are interpreted as indicating that
there is no one "special" period when memoriRing is easiest.
In addition, modern experience-centered teaching holds that
little memorising should be done and only as the present
experience of the child creates an interest and need for it.
I. THE FROBLEK
Statement of t>h� parobl^. It is the purpose of this
study (1) to give a history of the place that scriptmre
iremoriisation has taken in the religious education of chil
dren beginning with the Hebre\'^ and extending into the 20th
century; (2) to indicate the present status of the use of
2sierlpfcur� wemosrl -nation by ahowing thm repreaentatriv�
positions rtlatiye to this problem that have been taken
by the liberals anci by the e�m��^rmtives ; by indicating
the isfluence that different edmcationali theories have
u^5on the oroblem, and by pointing out the findings of
osY�hol��ry in the field of menory and m&mrl7>a%iom$ (3)
to propose some effeetive methods for memorising that
would be suitable in both the Sunday-school and the Vaca
tion Chureh Stiiool in the religious education of Juniors.
|aportance of the study. The greater nvanber of
books today in the field of religious education have been
written bv liberals. They pronose on the whole that the
wemori-atlon of Scrlrjture by children be limited to a Tew
selected passa�?es that express in some beautiful language
some noble thouecht about life or God. Most of the books
written from a conservative point of view that the Bible is
the word of God that needs to be hidden away in the heart,
oropose methods of uemori'^ation that are based on psycho-
loscical theories that have since been disproven. There is
a need therefore that conservatives mintain the authority
of the Bible and teach it to their children.
IT. PROCIDMS OF EES^4RCR
Beca use the Junior aee group has figtjred so prtws-
Inentl-"^ in this matter of memori-^ation, the profele� of
33eT�i�i%�>*�'e '!��!��9ri�at,ioii was stadi�d in its relatloa to the
religious education of juniors.
The writer chose the Sunday-school and the Vacation
Church Stehool as the a^-encies to be considered in dealing
with this twoblem. The Sunday-school ^s selected because
it serves as t-.he only so'irce of religious education for
Tnanv children and ma 'fore in the Bible. The fa<sstion Church
School was included because it is a Bible teaching school.
The sources on Scriptiire memoriisation ia. the libray
of Asburv Theological Seminary were exhausted for this
studv. The writer discovered that there were no books deal-
inet solely with this problem. Sources on Sui^ay-school
history such as Copers Th# Solution Of The Sunday-School
offe^^id the best material on the history of this problem*
In the field of edueational psychology, raost books give one
or mere chapters to the sub.lect of the memory and its rela
tion to learning. Williaia R. Burton's The Watiire And Direc-
tion Of Learning was parti�ularly valuable. The sources on
the oractical a-nrilication of scripture nCTorisation were
also very mms^er. Reaching Children by Forningstar and Tl^e
Use Of The Bible With Children by Sinither offered the most
valTjable material.
HISTDftTCAL STIKMARY Of Tfflf XBt OF SCHXFTOHE MWlIZAtlOI
iw itsmrom rotJCATiow
In order to better understan^^ tta� present position of
religiotis education on the sub.lect of scripture niemoriaa-
tion, it is necessarir to ti^ce the reXative importance given
to it ia religious fibdueatlon throu^ the years*
t. HIBH�^ miGTOOS �trCATIOl
In the hcanes , The religious education of the children
of the early !l�breiis m� the responsibility of the parents.
The iwportance that was attached to this fMirental instruetioa
is seen by BeuteronmHy 4:9, 6:6-9, 6 120-25, attd ^2:46,
^eh parent was eoamjandsd by God to teach his children
the law and statutes and keep before them tl^ meaning of it
�11. According to Leip^iger, the work of memorizing the
Scriptures was seriously begun when the ehlld was three
1
^mars old. fyery child i#s given a bliPt!iRiay text: some
verse that began with, ended with, or at least contained
the letters of his Hebrew name. This, along with large
portions of the Scripti^es was raeiiorised. ^ch f^th�r
served as a drill master for his children and was held
1 Henry Frederick Cope, The Kvolutlon Of The Sunda-^
School (Boston: The Pilgrim Press, 1911) , p. TH.
5
2
resisonslTsle for the�., fli# fact that this trsiuli^ ia tAm
hmm was eoistlTO�d is some families even- as late: the
first century A.B, can be seen in the case of both flmothy
and Jesus, Although fimothy ms reraoved frcM th& training
of any Jewish school or synagogue because of his Greek
father, he had a thorough kncssrledge of the Scriptures
because of the fminstakiag ii^tmction of his p^as^tiotlier
tois and his mother Janice. The story of Jesus in the
temple disputing with the doctors reveals His early training
in the Serlptureis.
J^tSk the schools . It In evident that the dependence
upon i^rental tea^hiag of the Torah was disappointing. Al
though it has been borne out that the earliest Jewish schools
were fer orphans, it is hardly credible that orphans were
so numerous that they required schools for their instruetioa,
even making allowances for all the ravages of the Maccabean
wars. Ending between th� lines, it does not seem too muoh
to supoose that far too many fathers were negligent in
4
their duty of formally teaching the Torah, Schools were
2 ^glarence H. Ber^on, A Fft-imlar History Of Christ ietn
gduca^ion IGhlcagoi Moody Press, iw), p. it.
3 Loe. cit.
4 I�efwls Joseph Sherrill, the Else Of Christian Muift.*
tion (New York: The Jfecmillan Company, 19^}, p. 54.
'
6instituted than In order that the Jewish ehildr^n raii^t
be well instrueted in the Scriptures. According to
Rabbinical authorities , the ctxrriculum of the schools JTor
the ages of five to ten was the law, without comraent. This
began with Leviticus ai^ later included the historical por-
5
tioQg. The interlocutor method of teaching ms used. From
ten to fifteen years, the Mishna, unwritten tJ^ditions,
e^^iments of th� rabbis, etc., were studied. The boys in
the schools were expected to lear� one verse or shprt sec
tion each day. This rule m^s inviolable, this much must be
6
learned* Nothing new 09iild be learned on Sumiay in the
aynagog'ie school for children of five to ten so the %,�im
1
waa spent in reviewing the. lessons of the week. The teach
ing wa9 by rote and was largely mechanical, simply a pro
cess of Bieiaorl."nation. These fghools were for boys only
S'Hce no girls were permitted to receive religious ii^truc-
tion ctsjlde of the home. R. Sl^^ar said that "he irfao in
structs his dau^ter in the law is like one who teaches hear
indecorous things." They were required, hovfever, to be
5 Cope, o�. eit . , p. 10.
6 Sherrill, o�. cit. . p. 5^.
7 Cope, o�. cit, � p. 11.
^ toe, cit*
7
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The teaching In the schools m^de heavy deisands upon
the memory (1) b��ause it nas required tMt the rMfces*lal
be learned wi^ exactness j ^fltten Hebrew contained con
sonants only, without signs for the yowels , and (2) because
of the extent of the material to be learned, h boy was
apparently^ expeeted to get by memory all he was cm^l^ble of
learning. Childhood was eonBider^ the a^t flttlag time
for this as one who learned ate a boy was eompared to "ink
written on fresh paper". The tabbis knew that there were
differences in memory ability so other devices besides
nmemonice were used to aid la the learning. The teachers
were advised to ^jft an inattentive pupil next to a diligent
one. Frequently the boys chanted the passages of Scripture
they were learning. Tlsa�, they discovered that rhyth^m is
10
an aid in memorisation. The philosophy of the Jewish
^U3ple explains partially why the Jewish irouth were expected
to ccwwait so much to memory. According to Joseph L. Judah
ibit Aknin of Barcelona {end of 12th century) the acquisition
11
of wisdom *raie to be made an end in itself.
9 Jacob Zallel Lauterbach,"Sanhedrin," The Jewish
Encyclopedia , V, 42.
10 Sherrill, o�. cit . , p. 59.
11 Ibid. , p. 70.
aThe result of mil this Inteiisive tfUintiag, wat, t!^
early and thorough acquaiataace of the Jewish people with
Torah, both as Scripture aud as oral tradition* In re
ferring to the Jewish children in Palestine, Jerosts wrote
that froii th�ir tenderest age they became familiar mltb
the Scripture� could �it# the Biblical persomges froia
kd&m to Zer^>abe1L withoiatk Imitation im% as thoi^ giylng
12
their own msies. Josephus also writes that so thorough
was th� instruetioB of the yowm^ in the law that one "would
13
more fsasily reoeat all tten his omt mwrn,^ Forgetfulness
14
to them was as bad ae ign<�*ance. It has be^ said
that the Jewish people ar� the most convincing evidence of
an education �o thorough and peiiraistent, g^aeration after
generation, as to have maintained a self consciousness and
a religious ws^y of life as Jews down to ^e present time.
The 'i^sent captivity* is now aoproaching 1900 years in
i5
length, yet Judaism still lives. That Jewish leaders real-
i'^e the itnt?ortaace of training their children is the Jewish
way of life can be seen by reading one of their mk.x�m-t
"Jeruselesi was destroyed beeause the ^u^tlon of the children
12 Ibid. , p. 70.
13 George Whitefield Mead, Modern Methods In Sunda
School Work (New York: &odd. Mead and Company, 19"nj) , p.l
14 Benson, ��. ^�%, . p. 17.
15 Sherrill, o�. cit., p. 71.
16
II, GHRISTIAH RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
fba ^ylY ^hmrch. Se3%m*' inti^rpreMtion of %lm fims-
ticm of the Seripturos was slightly diffcfrest than the views
of laany of his eo^^aaporary Jewish brethren. To the Scribes
the Scriptures were something to be mstered with the in
tellect whereas to Jesus they were something to be related
to himan lif# as \f�ll. Once when the Scribes were. using
the Seriptures la such a way tMt they were unable to dis
cover Hia as their Messiah, Jesua said to th^, "Te search
the Scriptures , beeauee ye think in them ye have eternal
17
llfe....Te will not oome to me tMt ye ssay have life.**
Jesus saw the danger into which the Scribes had fallen �f
p�ttiag the meaori^sation of passages ef Scripture in the
place of obedience to His purposes. He taught that man
Rtist find God, and the Scriptures were to be th� means
i^ereby God speaks to nan and man reaches toward God.
The teaching of children in the psrimitive church is
obscure as to details but several lines �f evidence show
the general developssent . In the Jewish homes ^lat had
16 Benson, 0�. cit . , p. 24.
17 C , A , Bowen , Literature Th� Chfisiliian Life
(New York: Abingdon, Cokesbury Press, 1^7?, p^ l?.
IB Ibid. , p. 19.
3L0
t"r*t�<! fe" Christ re^etltlcm mmmti^tnfi, of th_�'
Old testament passages probably continued. Their Christian
faith Ti�y have increased the private use of these Scriptures,
When stable Christian churches aDpeared outside of Palestine,
the responsibility of Christian parents whether Jew or Gen
tile to their children is heard of alrac^t immediately. In
^hesians is written th^ words, "Ye fatfegrs , provoke Bot
vour children to wrath but nurture them in the Paideia airf
admonition ^f the Lord,** This word paideia nore con^oaly
peant education in such senses as training or instruction.
The su<?:gestlon usually is that the source of the instruction
is Christ or sacred writings. Beyond that the implication
is not cl^r. If one rmembers that the Hebrew Scriptiares
were the only "Bible* during^ the first centua^y and parts
of the Gospel came into use very early, it appears reasona
ble to conclude that, in the latter part of the first cen
tury, children of Christian i^re^its were being taught from
the Old Testament and from parts or all of at least the
first three Gc^i^ls. It is clear whether this ^i^s doit�
20
in the ho^es or in the Christian meetings or both. Cope
writes that the early Christian church had schools i^ere
the Seriptnres were a^asori?ed. The students were principally
19 Ephesiana 6:4
20 Shers^ill, o�. cit. , pp. 15^159.
n
21
vfr^imTin� fer �d��ls�ion to tJ� eharch, Seriptiir*
tralniai, howevesr, gradmlly deterioi^tod ami ms no longer
generally the great s-tresgth of the chwch.
The middle ages , Sherrill writes that in the entire
fottrteen eenttxries of the Christian chtaroh ttere was nothing
even remotely e<ffl|mrahle to the J@i#ish �ehool for boys ii^re
the Bible ims taught. Faith beoame lepfalty to a creedal
tradition which at first was used as an af^rently ineyita-
ble "rule" for interpreting the Scriptures. This deye loped
into an end in itself to be believed and finally this made
22
the Scriptures quite imfteeeseary, th# Wc^'-d of Ood, how
ever, was not coKipletely hidden. If. Clay Trumbull writes,
It stands out most cl^rly in the ecclesiastical
history of the Middle Ages, that where the Christian
life was purest, in those days of general decline,
was where the Bible-school idea was adhered to most
elosaiy as a weam of religiotis instruction and
training. ^-^
The Waldenses are a good examprle. They were a religious
sect that kept th^selves free froia the evil that crept in
to most of the churches. It t-fas not the purity of their
liturgy nor the faithfulness of their pulpit that was the
21 Cope, 0�, cit. , p. 25.
22 Sherrill, og. cit., p. 300.
23 H. Clay Trumbull, The Sunday School, Tale Lectures
On The Sundav-School (Philadetpiia! John'l^. Wattles, Publish
er, 1^^^), p. 64.
12
dfa^irifft^vm wi9a��'-, of their presii^^tioii, but it ms %lm
^'dtvlfi-ely ai5Tsolnted Bible-school in Its sore primitlTe
elements**. frilaeritis , an emissary from Eo�e to the Waldens�s
said in bis report eonceamlng the Bible-teachli^ p'evalent
among these neotsle in the 13th centtarys
He Who has b*en a disciple in their fold for
seven days looks out some one y&iom he may teach in
his turn; so that there ia a contlnml Increase
of thera . If any would , excuse hi^elf tt^m learn-*
ing they say to hiia, *Only leam one word every
day, and at the end of the year you will have three
hundred ^fojNiS!: and so you will sake progress.*
...I have heard one of these poor peasants repeat
the wHole Book of Job by heart, without missing a
sinp^le wordt . . .^5
Although Kartin Luther came out of the church of the
Middle Ages , his views on the importance of the Scriptures
were revelutii^ry. He realixed that the yoiaig must learn
the Scrlpti�*es If f'elifion ms ever to become a common
possession of the people. D�Aubigne sajps that he made this
one of the objects of his life. In the civic conditions of
Qermany at tMt tine, studei^s were permitted to be taught
the 3eri.ptu!r#9 in th� day schools, Luth�Rr began, therefore,
to stimulate pi^lic opinion toward the advantages of general
26
education. In an ad^hress v/hieh he sent to the councilors
of Geinnan cities, he wrote: ^Is it not rmsonable that
24 Ibid . , p. 65.
25 Tbid . , p. 66.
26 Cope, o�, cit., p. 36.
13
9yrmrw Christ laisi should )<ncm the Gospels at the age of
27
nine or teai?" Im addition to his efforts in this direc
tion he did a great s^viee for religious eduction in
%ranslating the Bible into his own tongue* Little by lif^e
school* af^ae in answer to the peoples* awakening interest
to elementary iducation. fhese so called **public Ichools"
were distinctly religious schools and gave a large place
in their curriciila to rellgioijts instruction. It was not,
hoiwver. until twest^y years after Robert la ikes had been
at his w&rk in Hnsrland that there ms any general awaken
ing: %& the recognition of the ri^ts of poor children to
educational advantages.
The modem Sunday-school. Robert la ikes is often call*
ed the founder of the modem Sunday-school. In 17^0 be b�gaa
aathering the children off the streets in a Slum district
of g^oucester, England, every Sunday to give them the rudi
ments of a secular education as well as a knowledge of God
and the Bible. The children memorised texts in the Scrip
tures as well as reading, writing, etc. Although the church
at first ooTJosed the movement, gradually through the in
terest of manv influential individuals it was adopted as
nart of the ch^irch pr�f�ram. This movement srread to other
27 Ibid., p. 37.
2g Ibid. , p. 45.
uThere was no religious literature for Juirenals v/hen
the Simday-sehool moyemeat began, and only a few catechisms,
so the ScrlTstures were abo^t the only text. A few years after
the founding of the Sihday-schoQl, the schools in the
<^urches of the United States adopted the syEtem of memo-
ri-j^ing passages of the Scriptures as well as laming se
lections from the yarioue catechisms. The pauils memorised
a large number of verses either at home or in classes and
then repeated them in concert. Other ageniJi�s besides the
Sunday-school included the memoM^sation of Scripture in
their curriciiliaB. In 1^04 the Union Society was foismed
for the education of the poor female children in Philadelphia.
This religious training of girls lasted for several years.
In one school there were upwards of 300 children. Among
other things s such as reading, writing, sewing, they committed
to memory large T>ortions of Scripture. Public e:mminations
29
were held annually aivi premiums were aimrded. In IMQB
the Svano^elical Society was formed by persons belonging to
different congregations in Philadelphia vd,th the purpose of
promoting **the knowledge of and sutoission to the Qoapel �f
30
Jesus Christ among the poor in this city and vicinity."
29 Sdwin Wilbur Rice , Sunday-School Movement 1780*
1Q17 And The American 3unday^��^oo1 Ifnion 1817-1917 CPhila-
delohla , imerican Sunday School Union, 1917), p. 51.
30 Loc. cit.
15
At th�-^"?" ^ntt'^^'r meetincs. the ehilritrsm aiad youth recited
passages of Scripture which they Imd mmmrt%'&d as well as
31
portions of hjiras and catechisras.
With the foraation of the American Bible Society in
1^16, the cost of the Scriptures -ms greatly reduced. The
fact that voludes were now found in homes occasioned general
interest in the Bible and moyed it closer to the center of
the curricultaa. It was arg'aed that tf children could memo-
ri^e the catechism which then formed the curriculum, they
could also memorl'^e portions of the Bible. The memorijsin^
of the Scriistures seemed the only way to overcome the
prevalence of catechetical instruction. There are two
reasons why the memory method of Bible study was used. The
Bible was not paraded and it had not been the purpose of its
writers to prepare their iMterial for immediate teaching use.
Also, the commonly accepted method of learning in the schoci^lJS
at that time was ra�mori'??ing. Ho restrictions or suggestl@�B
were made to the child as to the choice of the portion to
memorise. Cmramiiig the memory with large portions of
Scripture finally became a �hobby^ ^ieh some writers say
developed almost into a "cra?e�. This p^iod \ms often b�en
31 Ibid., pp. 51-52.
32 Benson, og. cit., p. 175.
33 toe, cit.
16
tmm�d the *�we�i�T�i�itwf era**,. Sta^^^s-s^hcKjl i^^orts are
fall of smh reoords diiring tiais -fWtod wMeh eoutlBtted
b�yotid the year 11120. FolliH^ing are a fear reports that shew
to what aa extent this B^iaoris^lRg wsent. "One of the children
has committJtd to �^ory the- four Gc^pela. Two others teye
recited the fis^t three hooks of the lew festament. , A-
nother schoel ^eld in the eyenlag reported that "most of
the scholars are attentive, diligent and gratefml, and recite
at least one hiisdred verses an evening." Again "...two
girls in six successive weeks recited ^,336 verses. Still
another one reported, '*One girl has reoited from the
comraeneement of the Bible to Isaiah, another all the Wew
34
Testan��^t and several books of the Old Testament.'* Some
sehools reported an average of five thousan^d verses of
Scrififfeure coMaitted per quarter or 20,000 in the course of
35
th� year,, besides IrpBas and oi^lnary lessons. The New
Tork Sunday-sehool Union Society (1^6) isihich was active at
that time had made some attempt to p^i^re lessons for Sw^
day-school use. Their first lessons which consisted of
sacred historv, |�recepts, and Bible promises were compiled
by the London Susday-sehool Union, Apparently these lessons*
were not used long because in the 3rd report of this society
they appeared gratified by the almost innsas�^^e verses^
34 Rice, og. cit., p. 75.
35 Ibid. , p. 5S.
17
eh^r^'&r*9 . nnd even whole books which had been oosKiitt�Ki
36
to memory by the students and recited in the schools.
Me�tins;s eall^ the Sunday-school concert became a
yery popular service. They consisted of prayer, a brief
address, and the reciting of Scripture verses. Friendly
rimlriaa were often entered into by the entire cosMuaity
to see who could recite the meet Scripture,
A system of rewards and penalties to encourage
memorisation were wcrked out. They were quite varied. In
the early 1^00's Eaverend Eobert llay, a missionary from
England to India, came to Philadelphia to hold evangelistic
services. Since he ms familiar with the modern SuBrfay-^ehool.
methods in England, he gave much inforaiation about them to
the evangelical wc^kers in Philadelphia, He "ms the one
who �omilari9!�d in America the **ticket currency'* - a sySter s
of rewards given to the children for Imving memorifsed their
lesson. These tickets were red and blue in color to which
37
different nominal values were attached, Ikch ticket had
a passage of Scripture printed on it vdth a border around
it. For every six verses of Scripture memorij^ed and re
cited or for every page of catechism, one ilue ticket was
given. In the highest classes noVemrds were given except*
36 IjOC. cit .
37 Ibid. , p. 52.
for <rood r�ieitatio?sa . If one were absent at roll call,
or neprlected to recite his lesson or were absent from the
morniner or the afternoon session without a satisfactory
excuse, he forfeited a blue ticket. Six blue ticket.s were
equal to one red ticket. Ta.ch. red ticket was worth half
a cent in value and could be redeemed every three months
with tracts and relifrious books suited to the chilkd^s
capacity. The Sunday and Adult School Union in its 2hd
year issued 450,000 blue and red Scripture tickets. In its
39
fifth year, 500,000 blue and red tickets wei*e lesued.
Manv, however, looked with great disfavor on this
''hobbv or cra-^e'* of me'^ori�'ing. H. Q. Pardee stated that
this excessive crowding of the mind, in the opinion of
New York physicians, often caused a brain disease %o de*
40
velop in the children. This disease was called hfdrocepha-*
lus (water on the brain). Although this objection to the
cra-e for memori'^lai!: was very general, there were some
notable exceotions. An outstanding scholar and sane man,
Rev. Dr. James W. Alexander said, when advanc#d in years,
"that for one verse that J. know by heart, I wish T knew a
hundred.^ He was In the Sunday-school in the days when
Ibid . , p. 76.
30 Ibid. . P. 66,
40 Edwin W< Rice, "Sunday Schools," Sncyclopoedia
Of Reli gious Knowledge .17.2266.
19
mtminT'i WIS a ha.MU. t,nr,kin(r back Dii thiM period
tortr years, he soberly said, "...if a pupil must forgo
one or the other - the explanation of the meaning by question
and answer or the possession of a text in his memory verbatim -
41
he had better let mo the former."
It was evident that althoui^ students were doing a
ccjmmendai^le thing in me^ori'^in^ the Scriptures , they did not
understand much of what they were repeating. The reason wai
that there was little time for explanation or application
of the lesson. Hven two how sessions were too short for
the teacher to hear all that had been memorised much less
explain the meanings. A remarkable example of such memoriz
ing and one that is often cited was found in the case of
"Blind Allick" (Alexander Lyons) of Stirling, Scotland. Re
putable persons testified that this man could repeat the
entire Bible or any chapter or verse, if �Hily a single clause
was given to him and could also tell where it was found. On
the other hand . if he were asked to quote a verse in p*oof
that men were sinners or one telling how they were to be
saved, he was totally at a loss for the verse. Thus, al��
though his memory tenaciously held the words , his mind
42
failed to grasp the sense. It is felt by many that this
41 lice, Sunday-School Movment IfSMIK' M,
The Ameriean Sunday-^hool Union^l817->19l7 , p. 5?.
42 Ibid. , p. 101.
ao
er^^e^ff^lf� ner�rar4"?�t.*�r! an aVis� of a s^od thiai: rather
43
than the riprht use of it.
Several factors and ori^ni -nations contributed to the
decline of this excessive memori^sation. The popularity of
the plan waned in the Sunday-school when fr^ one to three
hours were required to hear the verses frc^ a single schol
ar. Before this point ms reached, however, the managers of
the Sunday and Adult School Union, although glad to have the
children store up the truth of the Bible in their aiemory,
felt that the cramming methcKi and ^rrot-like recitation
44
could not be the most beneficial. Since they mnted t^eir
work to be constructive rather timn destructive , they did
not denounce the existing system, but undertook to displace
it by what they thought was a far more intelligent and im-
45
proved method of isatruction. The acceptance of their
methods was prcsaioted by the fact that from 1#20 to 1B23 the
number of schools dlssentii^ from t*te excessive memorizing
steadily increased in different parts of the country. A
system was introduced and tried by several of providing
lessons of from ten t� twenty Bible verses to be used by
all the �chools . This system was called the limited Lesson
43 Loc. cit.
44 Ibid. , p. 77.
45 Ibid. , p. 102.
�JwteTt! a�d was latet* tei^ed. tti# Tlfi.t.fbM Sys-tdm of I,osa<His,
The r#foril was thtts completed in fcmeriea in 1825 by t^e
adopti cm the Uniform Limited Lessons by the American
47
SiBndiy�seho�l tfei^n..
Others were busy attempting to provide less^ plans
for the Sundav-scho�l� in their area. In I3f23 Seton
and William A. Tomlinson of York armnged a scheme of
lessons without questions fw general use in all of the
classes of their school. The system arranged selected por
tions of Scritit^ure for everv Sufiday of the year, com5�*ising
fr�^ ten to twenty verwes each. Ifech portion was announced
a week ahead, lEaeh student was gciven a prizit^ card con
taining the selection to be studied, Tl^y were req^uired to
read the porlAon during the week and after receiving in-
46
struct ion oti it,^ commit it to memory. These lessons wr�
chronologically arranged so as ^ contain all of the lead
ing incidents of the gospel in due order. They were en
thusiastically adopted. The design of this system was to
exclude what they considered to be the un^^f itable plan
of committing large portions of Script^ure to memory wlthottt
religious Instruct ion and to introduce a method iti-ereby
46 Ibid. . i>r>. 102�103 .
47 Rice, "Sunday Schools," gncyclopoedla Of Relig
ious Knowledge, p. 2266.
4^ Rice , The Sunday-School Movement 17^0-1917 And
The American Sunday-School Union 1817-1917, P. IC^.
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the -poMls conic! l^t�eiTe TOrt1e�l?ar imtTm^lm on what
th�Y had memorised. One Smiday each month was devoted to
reeltiiiar |>roofs in answer to many questions fjrefmred by the
Union. In acme cities where the select Scripture lessor�
were used, public e-mmitmtiom were held, fhe workers
attiaapted to avoid all parade and distinction among the
pupils. The school, hc^Krever, was broi:^ht into the church
aad given a place in front of the pulpit or in the galler
ies. The ^stor asked the q^ttions from the pulpit at^i
followed this by a short address interspersed with hymns.
The churches were thronged and the audiences were astonish
ed on seeing how well the pupils understood what they had
cossmitted to memory. These public examinations were held
50
once a quarter.
The verse-a-day plan which had been practiced a long
time by the Moravians became popular for a brief period.
In 1^11 , the American Sunday School Magai$ine ^dorsed the
plan and the Sunday School Journal published the verses
each week. This plan was to lead .the whole conssunity to
a knowledge of the languaije of the Bible in detached por-
^9 M�* sis.'
50 lii^. � 0. 114-
^1 Benson, cit. . p, l??*
tirt��. ^�ven versa� n week were selected eonseautl'mi^
from the Scriptures , but proved to be rather unsatisfactory
since they often ended ia the middle a topic or narra-
53
tlve. After a brief period the editor of The S^ay-School
Journal wrote,
, . .There are obvioug and insuperable obstacles to
the introduction of the verse-a-day system into the
Sun 'av-schools as a course of instruciion, and it will
be esDoeiallv undesirable at %Ms moment, when the
evidence is flowin�r in upon us fr�m every side *that
the use of the selected lessons has been found a
principal means of pr<��ting extensive revivals in
Suaaday-schools. '54
The development of the variotas lesson systems reveals
the trend away frcsn Scripture memorissing In the Sunday-school.
The Limited Uniform tessons of 1825 were follwed in the
a�xt generation by the Independent Lesson plan or what Rice
terms the so-called "Babel Series" with the emphasis placed
on denomlnatioml creeds. According to this author, this
prevailed about twenty years (1^50-1^72) although it is
55
supinosed by Dr. Sarapey to have held sway for forty years.
A need began to be felt for mifows l^sons in the S%mday-
school. Finally, a trial list of Uniform Lesson topics
5-2 Hice, The gun "lay-School Movement 17^0�'1917 And
The American Sunday-Sehooi Union 1^17-1917. o. li9.
53 Ibid. , p. 295.
54 IMl., P� 119v
55 Ibid., p. 296.
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for S-in-^ar-f^cliool' w�� �rrlfit�d for the year XB72\ Th^ pwc^
pose was to study the Bible as a whole. This system was
approved atsd the topics were Issued by the American Sunday-
school !Jnlon In 1^1. The aim of the International Uni
form Lessons was two-�fold: (1) to bring about the conyersiosi
of Sunday-school pupils and (2) to spread the knowledge of
56
the Bible. They replaced meraori-'ation by teaching. The
International Graded Lessons followed the Uniform Lesson
s^tem. Their proposed aim was to %eet the Spiritual needs
57
of %im p"upil in each stage of his developaent," This ser
ies shoftwd a strong trend toward the organi�ati<Mi of mater-
5^
ials to meet the natural needs of the hiKuan personality.
Todav, although the Bible is still supposed to be the one
text-book to be studied in religious education, no longer
is it stiidied for itself as a thing to be learned In most
lesson systems, fhe center has been shifted from the Bible
to the child. The Bible now takes its place with all the
other subjects of study and "is recognised as the richest
and finest of all our literature and as the very brmd of
59
life to men." Hot all religious leaders are satisfied
56 Bowen, eit. � p. 121.
57 Ibid . , p. 12a.
S$ Ibid. , p. 123 .
59 Cope, og. cit., p. 192.
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itith the -trend ^-^y from the Mble in modem rellgioiis
education. Not mny years ago, lormaii B, Hash, Bishop of
Massachusetts, who ms then Headmaster of St. Paul's
School said, at an Atlantic City conference, in approval of
his colleague �3 plea for more Wte^t^ing �f thi� Bible,
I�m afraid we have gone a long, long way beiyo^
any healthy reaction against an exaggerated use of
memory v/ork. We have aluic^t forgotten the human
memorv, and depend uoon the reference book to do
it all. B\it if^at the phrases, the golden phrases,
pf the gtreat Book can mean in humn life, when
�t^ou're far from the Book! low badly we prepare
o-ir wiMls for sMr^tual crisis, if we do not fill
+.heir minds and memcsries with the classic utterances
of rello-ious faith, of confidence in God, and trust
�in our Lord, ^esu� Christ."^
60 Dora P. Chaplin, Children And Eeligion (Mew Yorkf
Charles Scribnei�s� Sons, 194�? , p. lW7
cnmm iix
mmmr mj mivjvi'm tc^ahb the Mmi2:ATioN of scripture
IN ni?LI<JTOUS ^UCATTC^
Vieth writes that there are two things that cieterffline
what and how one should teach. These are: one*s conception
of the nature of the pupil and the objectives one seeks to
1
attain. Theoloerians seek to understand the religious nature
of the child. The objectives in religious ^ucation are
determined larprely by this conception. This field is uni(|iie
in its textbook - the Bible, The positions taken in regard
to its inspiration, purpose, authority, etc. deterraine to a
srreat extent whether or not the meaprination of Scripture
shall be one of the oblectives in religious education. The
fact that theoloflans differ pn these vital points has i^iven
rise to two distinct positions in this field - liberal aiKi
conservative. The newer theories in the field of secular
education have had to be modified in religious education
acoordinsr to these differing viewpoints. Psychology seeks to
understand the mental nature of the child as well as his
physical nature as it relates to his mental make-up. The
purpose or ob.lectlve of p^ytihologlsts in seeking to understand
the child has been to gain such knowledge as will enable them
1 Paul H. Vieth, Teaching Fffl- Christian Living (Phila-
delnhia: The ^Westminster Press, 1929), p. 2Z,
2?
%e h&lv th� child to �xperience a fttller and �ksf*� us�fal life*
In this chapter the writer will first �f all examine the
liberal and conservative positions on the Bible and on th�
nature of the child; secondly, consider the new ^^teiSfis on
ChiId-centered education as opT>osed to transmissive t�aishiag;
and thirdly, discuss aorae of the latest findings fro� the
field of psvcholoery on the si^ory of the child, particxxlarly
those of the junior age, and their application to the problem
of Scrioture memori -nation,
1. fm FISLD OF THBOtOGY
Such questions as whether or not children should be
enco'irasred to memorise the Scriptures, how much, and what por**
tions d@pBnd9 upon one*s conception of the Bible and of the
nature of the child before God. Liberal and c<^ervatlve
thinkers differ in these attitudes.
Liberals . James F. Hallid^v has eonqisely stated the
general views of liberals to\fard the Scriptures in the state-
went, "The finest portions of the Bible bear indelibly the
2
�tamp of frod's insrjlration. So does all noble literatin-e,"
Those holding? this viewpoint would limit any memorisation to
what is considered the "finest portions'* and give the memori'sa-
2 James F. flallldav, Robbing Youth Of Its Heligion (Hew
Tork: Ttenry Holt Knd Company, 1929 J, pp. iTU-m^*
tirm esther '?iKJbl� litsrattare** sbmit thm same irrspo-rtauc�
as that due the Scriptures. These finest portions are such
passages as the Lord's prayer, Psalm 23, and other nature or
poetical portions. The view that belief is a ehaiiging quality
and a matter of growth decreases any value the Scriptures
mirht have as a standard for men to live by and as an unerring
guide to God,
The mture of man upon coming into the world Is , accord-*
ing to most liberal scholars today, spiritually neutral. It
is as easy for him to do good as to do evil. George A Coe,
aoplying this ririnclple, has written that for religious educa
tion the aim in the life of the pupil should be the "growth of
the vounpc toward and into mature and efficient devotion to
3
the democracy of God, and happy self-reali^sation therein,"
Tf this be tme, then the child need not know that the Scrip
tures sav that all have sinned and must be born again. For
the liberal, all Scripture portions dealing with sin, hell,
etc. are of no value to the child and should not even be read
to him. It is maintained that the best reason for teaehiiif
the Bible to children is because "It holds the priceless record
of Jesus � life and teaching and has helpmd �y�tj age the better
to voice in beautiful and matchles^s language th� devotioml
3 Vleth , oo. cit. . p. 27,
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mrtisouriFifl^s of the huma heart," , not te@eaias� ^m-'f'imAs- fi�re
a plan of salvation or hso^me it shows the ioys of righteous
ness and the sadness and tragedy of sin.
Conservatives , The conservatives hold that the Bible
was given by inspiration of God and is the only sufficient and
authoritative rule of saving knowledge, faith, and obedience-
It is s^jfficient, authoritative, and final in all ajatters of
relip-ious faith and living. Because the Bible is held to be
such and beeause its message in some mysterious way does bring
men to God . conservative scholars hold that children should
read, st'jdy, and m^mori-^e as much as they can profitably. Be-.
cause of the loss of so mny Sunday-school pupils during
adoles cense and because of the promise from God that His Word
will not return unto Him void, these same scholars advocate the
storing of these Seriptiiral truths in the minds of the chil
dren rather than merely attempting to meet their present moral
and spiritual need. This is done in the belief that God will
be able to speak to them in later years through this Wor^.
The Conservative doctrine of original sin suggests tha%
relisrious education has more to combat than simply a Jack of
.Interest on the part of th� pupils because the curriculum may
fail to sprins^ out of their immediate interests and needs.
4 Kthel L. Smither, The Use Of The Bible With Ghildrei|
<New Yof%: Abifigdon-Cokesbta^y^ress , 1^57") , p.
yo
H\n in Jin ItudXridml^ a Jieart often causes hlas to rebel agalis*it
religious tflachins: and appear to be wsinterested . fh�8, al
though Scriptiare memori^'ing may mi% p*�Kvide the most iaijerest-
ing type of activity, it has its place bemuse through it the
Holy ST>irit �anvicts of sin, righteousness,, aiKl judgment,
IT. THs- rmjD OF wrnkfim
Child-oent^red educatigm. The older method of educa
tion was material centered. Although it did not forget the
ehi|4 entirely, it took him for granted. It was assume
that if a child was given through instruction a sufficient
msaber of right ideas , they wuld somehow fiad. expression in
his conduct and ehamcter. If he were made to read ajad m^io-
rl-^e the Bible, he would come finally to love it and be guided
by its rnrineiples. It is believed tliat this philosophy
5
domimted in many of todays Sunday-schools, This was th�
ijhilosophy that caused the meraori'^ing era. The fault foimd
with this today is that it is the Bible and not the child that
1?5 ta'tfht; the attention is centered on the mterials , not on
unfolding lives. For this theory there has been substituted
i/hat is called life-centered, child-centered, or experience-*
centered education with the belief that only ^at the child
can build lOTnediately into a functioning structure of experience
5 George flerbert Betts , Teaching Religion Today. (Mew
York: The ^blnedon Press, 1934), pp. 67-^
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Is feamed In- a f^iltful wav, 7%m pr^n^Trr wet'm^-iB in #iiM^
centered rellorleus education today Is to lead the child to
the reality of the livinf*: C5od through controlled experience.
This has become the fulfillment of ^<�raee lus!�iell�s state
ment made oyer one hundred years ago that "a child should
grow ug a Christian and never know himself as being other
wise.'^
The basic principles underlying this teaching are
these: (1) "tife-centered teaching is creatii^e, leading on
to new experience which is increasingly broader, richer,
deeper." (2) "life-centered teaching takes its starting
wolnt from immediate or potential Interest, from some reallssed
need or from some felt difficulty or problem of the pupil."
Some t>roi5onent� sav all Instruction should start from some
present actively fmctioning interest which domimtes the
child. This overlooks the fact that a child's capacity for
Inter^t and response is always much broader than his ex
perience. Thus, he is capable of becoming interested in a
great number of things about which he has as yet no exper-
9
1ence. In additiott to using the iimiediate interests, problOT3
6 Randolph Grxmp Miller, A Guide For Chi;rch School
Teachers (Louisville, Ky,: The CToister l^ress , 1943 ) i P� 3^�
7 Betts, o�. sjt,, p. 73.
^ Ib|d. , p. 76.
9 Ibid. , p. 7^.
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and neadw I's/^lch will In turn beccjme the starting |>olnts for
enlarged experience, (3? "life-centered teaching is �;y.ided by
the laws of iiwowth and development which spring from the
mture of the child, not by the diyisions and outlines of
10
subleet matter." The new met^hod in teaching is guidance
rather than telling, imparting, or drilling.
Because of the wish to get amy from any forml curricu-*
l^im, a crv is often heard against drill of any sort. Objectors
sav it is not only dull and uninteresting:, but forml, ami
ihe skills secured In this mnner do not carry over into real
titiiatlons. Analysis of the situation indicates that drill can
be made vigorous and interesting and can be supplemented with
prietice by aoplvlng ro�tine drill skills in real situations.
It should be remembered that routine drill is not as dull for
the child as for the adult who must plan and direct it. Chil
dren often are enthusiastic about the routine repetitions es
pecially if there is any rhythm or game el^oaent present. The
11
natural play of childhood involves much repetition* It is
possible that the protest of teachers represents their own
view rather than that of the child since the former dislike
drill more than the children. Even in schools offering a rich
content curriculum and bavins^ well trained teachers, ability in
10 Ibid, , p. 80,
11 Willlara H. Burton, The future And Direction Of learn-
\pg (New Tork! D. Applet on AnH^ompany, 1^9] , pp. 357^5^
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routine skill suffers serious l^r when incidental drill is
relied ufwn. The University of Chicago Meaentary School
in an ea^^lv neriod relied on its unusually rich curriculum to
SutJtslv motive and incidental drill. Specific drill periods
H'-ere omitted. Tests sh&md that the pupils were inao^curate,
Inexact and unskillful in necessarv basic skills and associa
tions. Sneclfic drill exercises were included and the matter
12
was cfuicklv remedied.
The conservative can use some of the methods of
chil'^-centered education because the life of the child is
undoubtedly alona- wi.th saving truth, basically the important
thinsf. The curriculum should be or^ni?ted to meet his needs.
There 1* perfect agreement here. The argument between child-
centered education as it exists today and conservativism is
the question of what the needs of the child are. The present
educatioml set-up takes the child needs into consideration
only in relation to one world. Conservative scholars mmt
premre the child for two worlds - the present one and that
whi nh is to Qom^ after death.
Tran8;Biissive teaching. Transmissive teaching is the
transmitting of a body of truth from generation to generation.
In r<*li^*ou3 education, there has been a body of truth, dram
from, the Bible, given to the pupil. This method of teachiiiig
12 Ibid., p. 35S
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has hsen hlt\m&d t&r rmnr of the trotihles of the m^t and
present, A method making religion simply a thing of life
rather than a bodv of tj^h stored in the mind has heen^
substituted in manv instances. Heligious troubles, how^yer,
have not disappeared . Although mistakes have crept into the
body of doctrine that was transmitted and although is^fcwise
oresentations of the Scriptures my teve Is^en *�iven, there is
no relsttke as to the need of transmitting the body of truth*
�Relirion is a life, biat it ie a life that involves truths
13
an'l facte and nrineiples." The very best isethods of the
present should undoubtedly be used, but the body of divinely
revealed truth mm% not be sacrificed or miniai�ed,
III. THE FIILD OF PSYCHOLOGY
Age for mem�^7.ing. At the turn of the 20th century,
psychologists believed that the period for memory traiMng
>ias the first fourteen or fifteen years of a pupil's life,
particularly the Junior ace which was often termed the "golden
memorv period". Although it was believed that memory was ac
tive all throMffh life, it was heli that it was not so dominstnt
after the fifteenth year. Today, however, psychologists say
that
As the individual's experience expands, as his
13 Jacob Sheatsley, The Bible In Religious Education
i(Columbus . Ohio? The Book Concern, n,HT), p. m,
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nowers' 6f a��oelatios of Idea^ dsTslop, Ms ability
to memorl'^e increases so that as an adult he has
even sr^ter abllltT to eommit to H^Bory than he
had as a cbilri.l4
WhT is it that a child seems to memori's^e more quickly than
an ad'iltt This is said to be closely related to the fact that
a person learns what he is interested in. Everything is so
new and wonderful to the child that it makes a strong im-
oression on him whereas an adult's mind is so packed with
information and experiences that it is much more difficult
to s!:9t anything into it. Thus, even though the junior age
may not be a golden memory period as previously thought,
Christian Education should l^ke advantage of this eagerness
of the child to learn new thinsrs by giving him the oppi�*tunity
to memorl e Scripture,
learn in <^ and for^ttlng. The f^.ct that a child repeats
somethins!' fro!fe memory must never be construed to mean that
he understands what he Is sayinc. Is it important for him
to understand? The old theory was to fill the child's mind
as full as possible with Scripture verses without any great
effort to explain thew.in the hope tMt someday they wo^flld
take on meaning for him. It is undoubtedly true that iafoim**
tion that one has stored away in his memory my upon recall
14 fxBorm H. Flckes, Principles Ofj^-eligious Education
(Wew Tot*; Flemlne: H. Revell Company, lW7), p. 153
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5w�e particular oecastoa t-ike pn nevr ascl additiasial maan-
ing. Jt is also true that a child can learn quickly hf
heart fron repetition even something that has no -mmxiS^ for
bin. k string �f raeasliigless words such as *^Fe, fie, fo fum"
can be easily learned. The pertinent fact? however, is the
percentile of forgetting of meaningless material as compared
with meaniiiffful asaterial, Sbbiaghaus did a brilliant experi
ment on the rat* of learninrt and forgetting. He discovered
that i* took more time to learn nonsense material than it dil
to. leam material which '*iBad� sense" to the one learning it so
that the time cost was rreater. (The term "nonseMe material'*
is Msed in tsiycholoary to refer to material which has no tt^an-
^nsr whatever to the person learning it. From the psychological
point of view, any material which a child is expected to learn
falls in this class if that child has no understandinf^ what
ever of the meaning of the wwds . ) Sbbinghaits constructed his
f^imous "curve of forgetting^ showing the rapidity with which
nonsense material was forgotten, after being learned to a
single conrect repetition. More than half of it was for-
eotten dnrins: the first hotir, and xrlthin a day about two thlrda
was forgotten. 4ften.'arHs the curve sloped more gradually,
15
showinp" a retention of approximately 20^,
15 Lewis Joseph Sherrill, Understanding Children (lew
Tork: Abin�^don-Cokesbury Press, 1939) , p. 120.
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Another at'idy measuring the r^terftlon of meaninglees
naterial and raeasiagfal mterial by the recall method indicated
that aporoxiaately two times as much i^ninaiful mterial ms
16
retained as that which was meaningless.
A comisarieffla was made between the rate of forgetting
�6ner?il ideas and the rate of forgettinj? verbatim statements.
One test revealed that statements which were meraorif-ed vffipbatim
were ra^idl^ forgotten while the memorising of the general
ideas seemed to improve within the first ten days and to
decrease scarcely at all during %he test period of seventy
17
days.
All of this raises the question whether anything is
frained bv havin?�: a child "store up" Scripture in his memory
without any explanation of its meaning;.
Effect of memorl�nation. Psychologists discourage the
excessive use of the child's memory. As discussed in Chapter
TI, e-sccessive memorl "?^at ion x^s discouraged during the "memo-*
ri'in�7 era" by ioctors ^o claimed it caused a brain disease
called hydrocephalus. It is claimed by psychologists today
that the excessive use of the memory weakens or deadens the
power of thoufjht. The memory is intended to be kept atixiliary
to the other powers of th& mit)d and not supplant them. It Is
16 Herbert Sorenson, Psychology In Education {Hew
York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc. , iWO), p. 290.
17 Sherrill, 0�. cit., p. 120.
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held that the tandue aetlvitv of the m^ory tmy- weaken erne's
IS
sense-perceptIon, impiination, diseristination and will,
Material that Is memorl" ed In i^rrot fashion is likely to
re^a^n so much dead weiss:ht upon the mind, hindering mestal
activity. The ar�^ument tMt a child's mind is plastic and
thus what is put in will remain in mature life and prove to
be a comfort and help is refuted by Haslett in these words:
The tremendous loss and in5ury tlmt the individual
experiences from such treatment , by way of deadened
interest, arrested develo|Hnent , distorted conceptions
of reli q-icms and holy thinsts, weakened will, weakened
intellect, dwarfed emotional power and general averst^
to religion and religioia* life are to be considered,^^
This is rather stronfyly stated and yet even this if entirely
true does not "rule out the memorising of a large nximber of
ScriptuT-e verses by children. This objection takes into
consideration only the meraori'^lnfir of that which is not under
stood . Information that is stored in the mind if understood
to some extent can only incr^se the power of thoup'ht , not
deaden it. Secondly, the method of the presentation of msmmrf
work determines to a large extent whether a child's interest
is deadened or enlivened.
Impression � The three thin.<ys which are included in
any kind of memory work are imTa*egsicm, retention, and recall.
1^ Samuel B. Haslett, The Pedagogical Bible School
(New York; Fleming H. Revell Company, 1903 1 , pT^U
19 Ibid. , p. 272.
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Kne^ these imist be t^^en iRto eonsideration If w��eri�a-'
tlcm is to be effective.
Unless a thine: has made some sort of impression on
an individual mind, it will never gain admission to it. Deep
imoressions are caused by those thinge in which one is deeply
interest�'? and which are very closely related to his interests^
20
First ii!!T>re8Bloii3 ^-^th^^r good or bad usually r^nain. It is
i�T>ortant therefore tlmt the verses to be memorii;ed should be
presented in sweh a way that a deep impressic^ of the message
they convev is made on ^the child's mind, 0i�e r^embei^ that
in **iich he is intense ly interested.
Retention It is not enough for a child to be interested
In the sublect being taught him, but it must be j�*esented in
a form to be understood. In order fat a person to effectively
retain new information, it must be closely linked with that
which is already known. The teacher's maxim should be: "begin
with the known ami proceed step by step to the related un-
21
knot'm . " Pesta lo'^ i said ,
It is easy to add to that which is already |K>ssessed,
ani no wise teacher end@av<Mrs to coiBrjence instruction
20 ^!ar1orie A. Clark, Methods Of Teaching Religion^
To Chfldren (Westminster, S ,W, I. ,'"mtional Society , 1944 ) , p. 20 .
21 t P. leavell and John L, Hill, Some Learning
Pirocesses (Na�hv|lle-. Tenp: The Sun^i ay-school Board of The
3 o ithern ^irtiet Convention. 1934), p. 20,
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in SL new sub 4set befoT?^ finding somethiBg in the siiad
of the student into whieh the new truth maj hm engraft
ed
The more other facts a fact is associated with the better it
Is retained. This process of adding a new idea or series of
new ideas to an old one is called apperception. This princi-
�le is InTolved in the use of analogy. A study of the thou^t
content utili^flng the method of association should always
nreceed the actual memorisation. The l^mer then understands
the sequence of ideas , associates it with other ideas and thus
23
sets up many aids to speedy memorisation and ready recall.
Three ways in which a teacher can aid the learner to see the
meanins: in the mterial to be learned is by (1) relatii^ it
to the preyiois or follwrin?r work, (2) making its own inherent
message clear, and (3) orienting it in the learner's own
24
world .
P3vcholo<?ists haye discovered tl�t for the most effective
retention and speedy memorising, it is better to leam by
wholes instead of parts. Wrong associations can be learned by
leamin?' parts. It is interest in<? to note that the last line
of a parasnraoh or verse often becomes associated with the first
word or verse because it has been Immed in this part method,
22 Xd6. cit.
23 Burton, og, cit. , p. 195
24 Asahel B. Woodruff, The Psychology Of Teaching (New
Tork: Lon�Tfnaii8, Green & Go. , Inc. , 1945) , p. 70.
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and the one who reeltes is consequently ttmble to proceed to
the next paragraph or yerse for thinking of the one ,1\ist
25
repeated. If mterial is too long to be learned easily as
a whole, it should be overyiewed before it is subdiyided.
This aho'^ld be thorough enouejh to give the learner a good
general idea of what the material contains and hc^r the parts
are related. Blvision into parts is of particular value with
youns? learners for if the portion to be l^med is too long,
they are unable to see progress a?Ki consequently become dis
couraged and Ic^e confidence in their ability to learn.
It is best to leaim some under pressure. Although it
ia well to start slowly, learning should not continue at too
leisurely a pace.
A principle that is followed in public school work and
one that is equally good for relif?ious education is that of
24
overlearnine: , An experiment indicated that ia one particular
instance where the material was barely learned , so much was
forgotten within twenty-four hours that it required two-third�
27
of the orieisal learning time to relearn the material.
It has been found that material learned with the pur*
pose ei remembering hm remembered better than material which
2% Burton, ��. ejt. . p. 19^.
26 Smither, o�. cit. , p. 3^.
27 Sherrill, 0�. cit., p. 119-
one merely ''sroes over*.
Material learned dm�ing social participation is better
remembered than material learned dnring one's solitary actiyity.
Kemori'^ation should be accompanied by satisfaction. ISj
should neyer be done as a pualslsaent or be found irksome in any
my. "fhen an experlehce is accompanied by feelings of satis
faction and pleasure, the tendency is to repeat it,
k knowledge of the different kinds of memory is yaliia-*
ble. Memory can be classified as simple or habit. Anything
which makes such a deep impression that one can never forget
it and is remembered without any effort falls in the category
of simple memory, ^bit memory includes those things that can
2d
only be remember^ after much effort and frequent repetition.
Scripture references will undoubtedly fall liS the latter cats**
erory. There are two kinds of memory that can be recalled.
Oral memory depends upon the pcwer to remember what has been
heard whereas visual memory depends on the power to remember
what has been seen. Most people have both kinds and both should
29
be used together with children.
leeall. Tbe third thiag lncl�ded in any kind of memory
work is recall. There is a place for recall as an aid in
2S Clark, oj^. c3^^, . p. I9.
29 Ibid. , p. 106.
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isiwoi** as well an aid in remembering wlmt one has
already committed to memory. It tes been found that one-^half
to oyer thre�-fourths of the time apportioned to a lesson can
be Tised with profit in recalliag or reciting the c�atent of
30
the lessom. Professor Webb of northwestern Uniyersitf found
by experiment that fiye consecutiye minsstes spe^^ in #tMdy- did
not giye such good results in laming as did three mittutes
31
study and two minutes recall.
fhe oftener a process is repeated the de�|^ will be
the imi^ession. Lyon, Thoradike, Starch, Gates, Jorda'n, and
others have taken the position that the initial review shomld
tome soon after learnin?!:; of several reviews, the initial ones
should be fVeqitent (closely spaced) with a longer interval of
tism elApslnr between each successive review. Thus , of several
review exereifiies, the time of their occurence should be in
32
arithmetrical ratio. In repetition, the fact of retroactive
inhibition must be taken into consideration. This fact mmns
that any l^raiag interpolated between the primary or original
learning of any material and the recall of the same reduces
the measurable retention of th� original mterial. Attention
and interest must be mintained daring repetition if the drill
30 Sorenson, o^. cit., p, 2^9.
31 Flckes, ��. cit., p, 96.
32 James B. Stroud. Psychology In ^ucation (New York?
tonsrmans. Green and Go. , Infe ,
'
194& i , p. 5^fc
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ia to be of any yalwe.
Suggestions for effeotive meniori^ing. Some rules or
suggestions to follow for effective memorising are: (1) get
the pupil in readiness , it must not be taken for granted that
religion is interesting to a child; {2} get the meaning clearly
in mind; O) establish association, avoiding false ones and
paVinsr as many repetitions as are necessary to fix the arbitral^
associations; (4) recall dtiring learning; (5) ptnrpose to learn
the material; (6) leairat by wholes as much as possible; (7)
overlearn; {$) leam some under pressure; (9) distribute the
reoetitions , and (10) memorise with satisfaction.
CHAPTKE IT
METHODS 0? USIIIQ SCRTPTUHl MEMORIZATION
The sat^e method of studv and memori-^ation profitable
for the ad lit will not suf fice for- the Junior. First of all,
it is necessarv to know same of the characteristics of
J miors before teaching them Scripture. Since it would be
impossible for the Junior to effectively memorise the whole
Bible , care must be taken in the selection of the verses for
him to ccxnmit to memory- Methods of presentation and drill
must prove interestinfir to the child if he is to effectively
learn and retain. In this chapter, the writer will attempt
to aoplv the principles discussed in Chapter III in offering
some sufTf'estl^ns for the selecting of portions to be memorisi^d,
?f�9t^od� of presentation and' learning and ideas for drilling.
First of all, atterttion w^ 11 be o-iven to the psychology of
J 'miore ,
I. JUNIORS
Physically. The Jtoior Is active. He wants to do things
rather than ait quietly and learn. Since he is able to read
with increasin?? ease and is able to use the Bible itself, itk
is wise to permit him to take an active part in reading and
memori ing the Scriotures, and in wos*kiBg things out for him
self. He is interested in competition and team games althou^'h
unable to plav very long at the same s^me. This interest can
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hm utilised In drillinic. fli# Junior as a r^al� loves to par-
form and Is Itkelv to '?show off*, and tends to enjoy the
reoitations necessary in drilling. The length of sustained
Attention varies with the individual, but it can often extend
over twb or three weeks if there are frequent opportunities
1
for revivinf^ it duriner that time. His emotions have deepened
2
but thev are still shallow, vacillating, and transient.
Mentally. The Jtmior is eager to leam. There is no
problem there* His mind, however, mmt not be thought of as
merely a storehouse. His reasoning powers are dev#lopi�g and
;he ie a%le to make con^rt^E^^, His imagination, association,
mid memory is exeroAsed ehlefly in tfae epfeer� of the realistic
and historical althouerh bis memory is still staaewhat verbal,
mechanical and abstract . He can memorise b^ two ppoeesses -
repetition and the assoeiatios of ideas. The entasis should
be upo� reijetition since the oower of association of idea�
3
develops chiefly after the 12th f�ar. He is interested in
new words and will not find th� explai^tion of Unfaniliar wca^da
in the Scrii>tures aninteresting, Pn��i.es appeal t� him str^rig-
1 Mariorie 15. A. Clark, Methods Of Teaching Religion To
Children (Westminster S.W.I, s Ifetional Society, 1944) , p. l6u
2 Samuel B. Haslett, The Pedagogy!eal Bible School {Mmr
Yorv. Fleainff H, Revell Corafany, Iw) , 1.
'
IMj.;
" ' "^'^
3 L. P. Leavell and John L. Hill, Some Learniay Pro
cesses (Nashville; The Sunday-school Board of the Southern
Bantist Convention, 1934), p, 50.
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It- He is not very interested in id�^s nor i4 he interested
in peoole for what they are, hnt father for what they do. He
is Constantly asking ^he question why. To hlra this Is a
practleal question requiring a pimctical answer. Re is in
terested in accuracy which is very important in roeraorlring.
At this asie the child begins to feel the stirrings of yocational
5nter9st and should be guided In his thinking by Spiritual
truths .
SDiritually . The Jw^or has a definite sense of right
tnd wrong. Scriptures on sin, forgiveness and grace should
be given to him for jiemori-'ation. Many Junior leaders hesitate
to use Biblical materials that give sanction to conduct. *We
are so likely to �e% * preachy^ and you know how a junior closes
5
his mind to that kind of teaching." These Junior teachers
use the indirect approach, meeting the problems as they arrive
and helpincr the Junior^ to come to their own concl\;sions about
6
the teachin��:9 of Jesus in this realm. Tt would seem tMt if
the Bible is authoritative in matters of conduct, the Juniors
�hduld be tauetht to reco^mi^e that fact and learn to bow be
fore It^ He has a sense of obedience to (k�i and reco^izes the
4 Clark, o�. pit � * P- 106.
5 Ethel L. Smither, 2H. MB. 2L '^^^ Bible With Children
(New York, AMnprdon-Cokesburv Press , 193*^) , p� 122,
^ XiOC � cit.
kln^^shlD and ludieial character o** God. fhe idea of a place
of future rewards and punishments develops in close connection
with ihe moral instinct. He locali-^es heaven and hell. The
future, however, is usually thour^ht of in a pleasing and
attractive fashion and the Jtmior is not much concerned with
it. Althoupth the idea of being good is foremost, it is closely
associated with doinc good. He should be taught the difference
in the sla^ht of God, An attempt is usually made by the Junior
to oro'ani'�e the rell'^^ious and theological data that crowd his
mind anl, unlees the teacher is very careful to guide him in
his thinking, all sorts of ridiculous eoaeeptions are likely
7
to be formed. He needs aii iraareas^d knowledge of religions
facts.
Th^ m#d*um of apoeal to the Junior can be through in
tuition , sasrgestibn , cornelence, ittdgment , reasons , and
memory .
II. >TETH0D3 FOR IN THB SOHDAI-SCHOOL
Selection of Scripture. In the selection of Scripture
portions to be aiemori^sed everything ^epes^ds upon the purpose.
If the ourpose ie to turn out so many students annually who
7 Haslett, o�. cit . , p. 315
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know th9 name?? of the h'^oks o^ tbe Bible asd who can repeat
a larp'e n\iB�ber of Scriptural passas^es, then the selection will
not be of ^rreat importance. If the purpose, however, is to
point them to dod, then the selection become very important.
The Junior neede ureat thoue-hts to offset the vulgarity of
the present age. He needs to be able to express his faiith In
Biblical languaere. The Junior mmt 1mm what God has np^en
coneemin�^ the awfnlness of sin and the wickedness of mea.
He must leam about the rewards of wickedness even thomgh it
is not a oresent experience to him. Selection, therefore,
cannot be tesed solelv on beautiful expressions and present
exrseriences . Moral elements should be prominent and defimlte.
His studv should enable hlia to develop respect for the law
9
and for the feelings and rights of others.
Many educators susfgest there should be first of all a
motive for the memorisation of any particular passage. The
Junior should not just leant aimlessly but to some purpose.
This cannot always be done, however, if much memorizing is
done, Crossland writes that memory work should be closely
related to the course of stiKly so that it will contain as much
10
meaning as possible. Smither, on the other hand, suggests
that the Jioniors should share in the choice of the selections.
9 Ibid. , p, 317.
10 Weldon Crossland, How To Build Up Yoiir Church Scho<^l
(New Tork: A.bin??dan-CokesburyTre3s , n.d.77 p. 57.
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It i� arrued that all �assaff#� of Seripture do mt bav�
�OTjal appeal to all adults for some have meaning for one per
son and little for another. This will probably apply to Juniors
as well. The idea of a verse for the whole class denies tbe
riorht of the Bible to speak for itself to the individmls
11
in the class. Both methods should undoubtedly be used. The
passages that form the foundation of Christianity should be
chosen by the teacher and given to all members of the class
to learn. Other passages which are desired for th� CIristian
can be chosen individually.
Is it profitable to use different selections each
Sunday? If children learn meimrj material too rapidly, it
will have little meaning for them because of the lack of a
chance for thowhtful recall. The material for memorising
should be Chiosen in blocks connected with units rather than
12
for separate sessions.
In any selection made, three levels of understanding
should be taken into account . The materials should contain
(1) concepts that are familiar, as this will fom a base
uPon which new ideas will be aequired, (2} some things to be
explained by the teacher, and (3) things to be discovered in
11 Smither, 0�. cit. , p. IC^.
12 Loc. eit.
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It
�fche fntnrm. One of th� aarvelmis things about th� Scriptures
is that their meanine: cannot be eximusted but will gain signifi
cance to the l^rner from year to y^ar.
Should the names of the books of the Bible be mesorised
in order? The consensus of opinion now among religlotg^ eduoi^-
tors seems to be that they should not. It is felt that the
child will flrradually learn th^ as he uses the index. It is
argued that oftentimes aa individual who has roemori'?'ed the�
in order in the old way and who miast look up a particular
book finds it necessary to repeat the list of th� books from
the hesrimiine' to himself before he can find that particular
one . The newer method of learning th�Bi unconsciously is
suortosed to correct this fault.
Material tl^t is interesting to the child and which
is likely to be uiaierstood sufficiently to become helpful to
him is suitable for memori^jation. The Commandments, Psalms
19:1-�11, and Psalms 23 fall in this category. Single verses
from the Psalms that are more or less dramtic ai^ capable of
beint^ acted out are Psalms 32:^, 29:3, 4T:1, 56:3, 95i6, 103fl3
and 123 si. ffetthew 6:9-13 and other suitable passages that
are somewhat dramatic, rhythmic, or picturesque can be tmder-�
14
stood by the child and are interesting to him.
13 Georsre H. Fickes . Principli^ Of Religious fducatlor^
(New York; Fleming H. Revell' Company, lWfJ$ P* 154.
14 Haslett, o�. ci^. . p. 273-
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Sections sueh as Psalms 23 j 1 CorintMans 13 (modern
version)| lialah 35,55,62; Deuteronomy 32:l�.4,7tl3| Joshm
1:1-9; Judges 9:7-15; John 10; 2 ,3 ,4,5 ,14? John 6: 5*13 | and
Proverbs ^ are suitable for Junior age children. These Tinhen
memori-ed should greatlr aid in developing a spirit of obedience
15
and a oroper developeient of the feelin=fs,
Ath�am*s list of suitable memory verses for Juniors,
inelu^ino" onlv three selections mentioned in the previous
PToups, are Psalms 23, 1, 100, 24, 19, 117, and 59; the Lord�s
Praver, Watthew 6:9-l^J Ten Commandments, Exodus 20rl-17;
Creat Commandments , Matthew 22:35-40; Beatitudes, !%tthew 5:3-
12' extracts from, th� Sermon on the Mount, especially Matthev;
5:1-17: parables - especially the Sower, Matthew 1383*^; the
Hood Shepherd, John 10 i 1-11; the Ten ?irgins , Matthew 25:1-13;
and the Talents, Matthew 25:14-29 and other great passage�
such as Matthew 11:2^-30; Flatthew 7:7-12; Matthew 6:25-34;
16
John 15:1-17; and Phi 11prolans 4:^.
Mil'ired Morningstar, with an aphasia on the experience
of reexoneration, offers a somewhat different lis%. A portion
of this list contains: John I0t9; Mtthew 4:19; John 10:10;
Romans 3:23; Romans 10:9; John 10:27; Eevelation 3:20; John
17
10:2I^* and John 3:16. A wise selection of Scriptiire .ghould
15 Lof,. -^it �
16 Walt.^ S. Athearn, The Church School (Boston: The
Pllp-rim Press, 1914), p. l62.
17 Mildred Morningstar, Reaching Children (Chicago:
rn-^v Press, 19yJ, p. 52.
�-
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incl'i'?* fmth tior^tlons and rnrsm eontaialug the raessage of
Saiimtton ?is an experience and portions ttet feed, strengthen,
and t^iide the life.
Preseatation and memorisation. The memori' ing of words
and sentences is not in itself knowledge. The child should
have some sort of understanding, even though comparatively
simple, of the verse to be memori ed before he begiti^ to learn
it. His mind will naturally make some sort of association
even if an explanation is not given* Wrong first impressions
tend to reirafn. A lady told H. Clay Trumbull that for years,
as a child, she recited the first answer in the West-minster
Catechisr- as "Kanschefand is to glorify God and to joy him
forever." She did not understand what the word *^4aig5chefand"
meant and did not learn by reciting it to the teacher. She
had memori -ed it by having it told to her before she could
read. These two errors, misunderstanding, of the words them-
felves and a misunderstanding of the meaning, should be guarded
aora 'ast by the teacher.
Since the Junior child is able to read easily, it is
best to let him see the printed vera^e or pmtion before he
memori '63 it. Each child upcm enteriag the Jmior Department
should be given a Bible for his very own. If this is done he
IS H. Clay Trumlwill, Teaching knd Tmchers (New Yorki
CVqrles Scribner's Sons, 18^47, p. i7.
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car �<ts-'lT rmd nfi^ iNi-read e*ich selection to be memorized.
In large classes seme think it best for the child to
do his memori "ina: at home, Smither however write� that it is
hot the areneral custom now for children in pablic schools to
19
be assi*?ned homevrork. The situation in religious education
however, a� far as �lass time is concerned, is somewhat
different and consequently all methods im&d in public schools
are not advisable for religious education. If the child is
riven a home assi^^nment, he must be encouraged to look at the
raterial often so that it will be memorised correctly. In
situations where the child has not been given a Bible, he
should be furnished with the references and the verses written
cut. In many cases ttere may not be a Bible in the home or
be may have trouble locating the Scripture to be memorized,
^^ornintrstar suggests several methods to reduce the nuisb#x* of
printed verses that are lost. The typewitteo sheet can be
fastened to a colored sheet of construction paper. It is
easier to keep tract of something colored tbin something white.
The sheet can be folded crosswys, stapled or tied witfe coloi*-
ed varn, and the child will have a book. The verses may be
printed directlv on the colored paper itself. To lessen the
work of makinpf copies an inexpensive hectograph say be pur-
eha^ied ^fhlch will make duplicate copies in purple ink, 'A^hen
19 Smither, 0�. cit. � p. 10^.
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the metnorr work Is -!one at home, the �hild mn reoite it
to someone au a table at the entrance to the S^day-school
class room. In lari^' classes, ^eh child will redeive in-
20
dividual attention this way-
.Hong with the explanation, various teaching methods
mv be used to assist the Junior in his memori'^iing. The
ScT-'pture say be tau-^ht with the flannelgraph, Although
flannelcraph materials for this purpose may be bouj^t alrmdy
prepared, tbe teacher may wish to make her owft. The selection
should be f��lnted on cardbc^rd. After pasting flannel o�i
the teck, it can be cut into sepai^te words. All the portion
is placed on the board far th^ children to see arrf then ettcb
word can be removed oil� by one as the children repeat the
selection over and over. Another method is to divide the
Scripture portion into sections and Illustrate each section
with a pict ure or drawing?. As the selection is repeated by
the teacher at the proper pla^, the symbol is placed on the
board. The teacher must always fee sure that the reference
is incltided with the plcftures. The pupils look at it each
time, and it helps them to connect th� verses with the
reference. It is suggested that the reference always be put
up first. The children can take turns in putting up the
20 Womingstar, 0�. cit. . p. 60,
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n
Tvrsss. An �iwwnle of thia method follows.
Verses lamsiDle
John 10s9*11 Reference printed
I am the door: Door
bv me If any man enter in PB.n going in door
He shall be saved White heart
and shall ato in and �mt,
and find pasture Meadow, or sheep gracing
The thief cometh not,
but for to steal and A thief , or lion or bear
to Vili and to destroy with sheep
I am eome that they misrht
have life and that thev
"ht have it mo^e
abun'-'^ntly Picture of Christ
T am the ^ood shepherd Picture, "The (rood vShepherd"
the �ood shepherd givetfe
his life for Cross
the sheep Sheep
The ScMoture my be taught with motions. If a teacher
always uses the m#tione ^^en presenting the verses , the
thous'ht will be brought to the mind of the child by them.
The blackboard may be used to assist in memorialing.
Colors in chalk i^y be used to teacrh the meaning of the lersejl,
Gold csan represent C}od, Jesus or heaven j areen, eternal lifej
dark brown {to make it visible on black), sin; red, died op
blood. The rest of the words can be white. The verses may
also be orinfced on the board with white chalk and then one
word erased at a time with the pupils reciting it each time,
T^^ thin way* a change is made before each repetition and pupils
21 ^bid.. p. 54.
22 Ibid , , p. 56.
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do not tiro of savlnsr tbe pNortion r�oeat�Kily,
"Workbooks are val^ble if all of the class time is
24
not ised if! working in them.
IMSB Lillian Forbes , a leader for mny years in the
Soithem Baptist Southwest ^^mmmtary work, tells of a plan
her mother used in the home which could be used in the Stmday-
school. Ifeeh morsin<^ the children were <^lled together and
given a verse to memori !?!e. It applied to attitude or conduct.
It was to be kept as a slogan until they had learned to live
it out. At nij^ enquiry was directed as to the progress mdef*
The verse must have been applied in daily living.
Another plan she used v�s that in the early moruing a
verse was chosen whieh was particularly ne^ed for the fipiiy
at the time. The verse ^'^as roughtly sketched into poster form
and tacked on the vraill before the family awoke. The surin^ise
of the new verse alwt'fs created interest. This verse re
gained on the wall for several days and then replaced by
25
another one.
An instance is recorded where each child ms to teach
the memory verse to some other child who was not iwesent. The
23 Ibid, , p. 53,
24 Smither, 0�, cit. , p. 106,
25 Martha Boone Leavell, guiljing A Christian Home
(Washville, Tenn: The Sunday-school Board'~of the Southern
Baptist Convention, 1936), p. ^2.
one i*ho %ii'j<s^t i�#��iyed extra traifiing, the other one he-
came interested in the class throu^^h the mmory vmrk.
26
A.ttendance Increased.
Prilling, k Smiday-school, writes Smither, is the
only place where adults expect a child to hear a story aud
repeat a Bible verse one Sui^iay and return the following
Sunday and be able to recite both. Drilling is absolut-ely
necessary, in the Sunday^^sch-iol as it is in the public
school, if the child is to really remember. The value of
drill can be seen in the fact that the chorus is known better
than the verses of familiar songs. The first verse is known
better than the second and the last better than the third.
Use Porest in Child Life And leligion writes , "The best
asset for good drill is the involuntary attention ^ich a
aa
genuine interest catches and holds In all drill periods
this kind of interest should be maintained.
Ho Bible drills should ever be used with the entire
Junior department as the verses are new to the first year
children and often create an unpleasant exp^ience for them*
Drill work should be carried on in small classes or interest
26 Morningstar, op� cit. , p, 6l.
27 Smither, o�. eit,, o. 39.
2d Leavell, op, cit. , p. $3.
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Juniors like riddles ai*d pu^isles. Riddles such as
this ��� way be �sed aad enjoyed. The teaoher with Somi^
10s9 in mind savs , "I am thinking of a verse that jgays some-
thinfr about a mout^h, and a heart, and tells how to be saved.
What verse fft itt*' In order to get the correet answer the
child nuet state the reference and quote the entire verse
before told i^ether or not he hae cbeeen the correct one,
30
The f^roun my enter as a wfeole or be divided into sides.
A r^ethod stBillar to rtddlea is called, "What verse could you
tell?^ The procedure ia the sarae as for the riddles, the
child retjeats the reference and the wiiole vers� biefore being
told whether or not he is ri�^ht. Hamans 3 s 23 could be pre�
nented in "tMLa manner, "One day a boy tells you that he
has never done a^ythiiQi; wrong. Wta^H verse in tJie Bible could
31
you tell him to sh4yw that is not true?"
k method Momi�ptar calls '*Flannelgraph Ships" would
appeal to the Jun^feors leive of campetition,: From a magasine
the teacher should find two ships tha^ are identical except
for color. After pastisig flannel cm th^, two identical
sets of bi� waves, cut with scissors into several pieces.
29 Smither, o^. , p. 129.
30 Morningstar, jgg. eit . , pp. 51-52,
Bhcf*^!^ be md�. fbe clsa� ie divided into tvro groups*
First ^tie 9id�t and then the other is given an opportunity to
sav the selection, ^ach sucessful attaapt moves the ship
forward one wave, After each unsucassful one, the ship moves
backward ?or variety, airplanes with varying hei?^bts in
altitude, autos with miles mark -^d , bicycles with city blocks,
32
etc. can be used.
Pu-^^les �an be ma^e by cutting between each word of a
nanory passage with the reference printed on cardboard. The
(fthild has the ^ob of putting tli^m in the proper order. Pop
corn drills are iiitsrrestiag to the child. These permit him
to "pop-up" and repeat Scripture verses as fast as another
33
has fini9h�i.
The c�ly limits set on interesting methods of drill is
the time that the teactef Ms to spend in investing them- All
of these menMoned bT Mildred Koming^tar are said to have
been tried and found effective.
Should rewards be ^Iven as an incentive to the child to
!remori'*e? Most authorities say that the best rmmrd is a sense
ef achievement. Other rev/ards of certain types are not
necessarily ruled out, however. It is not the money spent ott
rewards that count but the value that the teacher endows thi^
32 Ibi�. , p.
33 Ibid . , pp. 64-65.
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witib I'w tb� wind of tH� pupil. & oMld should aevesr be
srlv^en credit for a selectioa until he recites it perfectly
with the reference. In one school, a score card ^s kept
on the teacher's desk in full view of the students. Opposite
each name a record was kept of each pupil's acetM^lishmmts
in the memori-^ation of the parts assigned. When a child re
cited correctlv the Twenty-third Fsala, for example , an
"x" was placed opposite her name iii the appropriate column.
When her score ran ahead of the others, she was assigi^d^to
help one of the childreh who was falling b�hind. This method
proved effective to help th* slow pupils and served as a
34
stimulus for brighter ones . It must be handled tactfully.
Stars may be used instmd of an "x**.to insdimte the
learnlncr of a Scripture assignment. The following systeaa
mav be a s: dde in memory wor%.
Number of verses Award
�ne verse or selection one silver star
10 silver stars one gold star
2 reld stars
5 fTold stars
Bible story book
Kew Testam8nt-55
In one class , the teacher strung symbols on ribbon
iramediatelv after the child said a verse, with 100^ results.
In another class, the same teacher t^ing the same symbols and
same verses, strun?? them after class. Altbough the children
34 FicVes , op. cit. , p. 156 ,
35 Ke^in^star, 0�. cit., p. 63.
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saw *:�i�ir ime>mor*yr Rtrinrs the follwin^!; week, the pere#atages
36
of verses learned was only 5CW75f^.
VAOATIOW CHURCH SOHOOI.
One of the outstandinft features of the Vacation Church
School Is the ofn>ortunity It jscives for Intensive memory work.
The aim is not to fill the |s?ipils' heads with all the
Scripture possible, but to make a few portions real and living
to them, create a love for the Bible, and show them how to
luse the Scriptural truths in everyday living. The memory
periods extend from ten minutes daily in some eurriculi to
thirty-five minutes ia others. Christian Publicatloiss in its
program for Juniors has two m^aory v/ork periods totaling
thirty-five minutes. One period was planned for early in
the mornin�? and one for rinht after recess.
The memorv f^ssages selected in most Vacation Church
School Publications are based on the unit of study. It is
reali-ed that in order for the material to be meaningful and
useful to them, the ehiliren must understand it. The in
structions concerning the learning is to mke the memori:King
brisk with the element of i^^y in it.
In the Hla'^areise publication C^e, Follow Me for Juniors
the passa??es to be memorired are John 3:16-21 for the first
36 Ibid. , pp. 62-63 .
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wtiek and I^ttltevr 5?3-12 for the second ig�ek, lacfh day in
addition to the ones preyiotisly learned, one or two yerses
37
are meinori*?ed and recited. This, of course, involves learn
ing by parts instead of wholes which most authcarities haye
deemed not best. Most roemoriiing in Vacation Chareh Schools,
however, is carried out in this manner. The Union Oosj^l
Press Vacation Bible School Manual in its memory work pur
poses to tell the Bible story in memory verses from Exodu�
3^
to Deuteron<:mjy incl isive,
^'forkbooks are usually vmBd in Vacation Chwch Schools.
In them tests on the memory work are usually given in com-
oletion form. Mark B:3& would be presented in this manner.
"What shall it profit a man if he shall the whole
^
and lose � Flash cards are
also provided in some materials.
The Vacation Church School offers an excellent oppor
tunity for Juniors to memori??e the Scriptures. More class
time is available to be spent in memorising and drilling aiMi
the frequency of the meetings lessens the opportunity for
fort^etting. The methods sugi^ested for use in the Sunday-school
easily fit into the Vacation Church School program, and with
37 Boneita Pvle Marquart, Come Follow Me. (A Vacation
Bible School Manual, Junior Department , Series A , Kansas Cit'%
M^'^-'oiri: Na-arene Publishing House. 1943), p. 9.
3^ Alveretta W. Bowman, Systematic Bible Course (A
Vacation Bible School Manual, Second year Juniors, Cleveland:
Un^on Gospel Press, 1943), p. 5.
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th� a^t^f^d b�m#f i��fit>1wi#A, iflil w^teably si^p^ior
The historv of Bcrlpbnrm memorigtatlon in the ^ligic^
education: of the ehurch reveals a positive correlation hm**
tween it and the importance a:iven the Bible. Whenever the
chnrch has held up the Bibl# as the living Word of God, the
children in the church have been encoumged to commit much
of that Word to memory.
There has been a serious decline in the last fifty
vears in Scripture memorisation. Ifeny factors have contributed
to this decline. The trend toward liberalism in many
theological circles has had a strong influence. The belief
that the Bible is merely great literature, inspired as other
rreat literature is inspired, has limited its supposed value
to a few "beautifully written" passages. The position that
the child is born spiritually neutral forbids the memorising
of any mssacres on the universality of sin and the necessity
of atonement.
The new emphasis in child-centered or experienced-*
centered education has been a contributing factor in this
decline. The idea that a ehild should leam only that whieh
arises out of his present experience and should be pemttted
to arrive at his own conclusions after carefully studying
different solutions that other men have discovered has served
66
as '^n or*-"o^^r?�s' fofC# t� ttws adueaftlOTTal method of trai^ffllss-
ive t^chlng, of whlck Scfifsttire memorizatioii is a par*.
The fittdiii��*9 of pSTCl^locy tevs also served to limit
the amount of Scripture that children should memcri?#. This
on the whole, however, has served a constructive purpose. The
Junior age is no lonsier considered a "golden memory period"
but has been found to be a period when the child is eager t^o
leam and to memori'^e. Became of the difference between
simply bein�' able to rep^t something from memory and knowing
what it means, psycholosrists have advised that more time
should be spent on interpretation.
Conservatives todav feel that there is a definite
place in relif?ious education for scripture memorisation, Tak~
inf?; the opposite poaiticii from the liberals in their views of
the inspiration of the Bible and the mture of man, conserva
tive scholars limit the memorisation of Scripture only to
the understanding of the child feeling that he should have at
least a limited understanding of a iKissage before mes^arissing;
it, K need has been felt to place more emphasis upon tlm
ehild while at the same tine passing on to him the body of
truth necessary for his Salvation. Conservatives are en
deavor ins- to utilise the flndiniss #f psychology to make the
memorisation of Scrioture as m<�niw:ful, interesting, and as
helnful to the Junior as it can possibly be,
Althoigh the methods in presentation, memorisation,
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af�rf ���^l*a*-.*�m, liav� elsi?!��d lit fch# pik&% fifty years, todiay
the iBes3orl�atiea of Scripture fills a defiaite pla� in the
reli"-iotiS edtication of Juftiors,
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